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Mirror Group meeting

� 16 countries were represented

� Elections:

� Chairperson: Susanna Widstrand, Sweden

� Vice-chairpersons: Mrs M. Ferre (Ministerio de Education y 
Ciencia, Spain), Mr I.O. Doornbos (Ministry of Economic Affairs, 
The Netherlands), Mr J. Nick Leptin (BMU, Germany)

� Each country presented its national R&D programme and budget

� The option of creating an ERA-Net for enhancing coordination was 
discussed
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Mirror Group meeting Mirror Group meeting Mirror Group meeting Mirror Group meeting –––– followfollowfollowfollow----upupupup

� Second meeting during 3rd General AssemblySecond meeting during 3rd General AssemblySecond meeting during 3rd General AssemblySecond meeting during 3rd General Assembly

� Agenda:Agenda:Agenda:Agenda:

� Terms of reference of the Mirror GroupTerms of reference of the Mirror GroupTerms of reference of the Mirror GroupTerms of reference of the Mirror Group

� Feedback on SRA/MDSFeedback on SRA/MDSFeedback on SRA/MDSFeedback on SRA/MDS

� R&D monitoring toolR&D monitoring toolR&D monitoring toolR&D monitoring tool

� Brainstorming:Brainstorming:Brainstorming:Brainstorming:

•Coordination of R&D programmesCoordination of R&D programmesCoordination of R&D programmesCoordination of R&D programmes

•MDS recommendations on grid integrationMDS recommendations on grid integrationMDS recommendations on grid integrationMDS recommendations on grid integration

•MDS recommendations on environmental issuesMDS recommendations on environmental issuesMDS recommendations on environmental issuesMDS recommendations on environmental issues
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Mirror Group Mirror Group Mirror Group Mirror Group –––– R&D monitoring toolR&D monitoring toolR&D monitoring toolR&D monitoring tool
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ResultResultResultResult
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SRA publicationSRA publicationSRA publicationSRA publication

� Publication in July 2008

� International coverage:

� New energy News: EUROPE WIND: 25% BY 2030

� Environmental expert: How wind energy could provide up to 

28% of EU electricity consumption by 2030

� Ends: Wind "can provide quarter of EU power by 2020"

� Euractiv: Wind 'can produce over 25% of EU electricity by 

2030‘

� 1000 copies sent all around EU

� Downloaded 200 times
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3rd General Assembly3rd General Assembly3rd General Assembly3rd General Assembly

� Future of TPWindFuture of TPWindFuture of TPWindFuture of TPWind

� Strategic Research Agenda & Market Deployment StrategyStrategic Research Agenda & Market Deployment StrategyStrategic Research Agenda & Market Deployment StrategyStrategic Research Agenda & Market Deployment Strategy
documents documents documents documents ---- satisfaction level, specific improvementssatisfaction level, specific improvementssatisfaction level, specific improvementssatisfaction level, specific improvements

� TPWindTPWindTPWindTPWind ---- satisfaction level, improvements, additional satisfaction level, improvements, additional satisfaction level, improvements, additional satisfaction level, improvements, additional 
activitiesactivitiesactivitiesactivities

� CommunicationCommunicationCommunicationCommunication ---- level of information, actions, website, level of information, actions, website, level of information, actions, website, level of information, actions, website, 
newsletter, improvementsnewsletter, improvementsnewsletter, improvementsnewsletter, improvements

� ImpactImpactImpactImpact ---- on daily activity, dissemination by memberson daily activity, dissemination by memberson daily activity, dissemination by memberson daily activity, dissemination by members

� SRA implementationSRA implementationSRA implementationSRA implementation

� Concrete projects, type of consortium, academic/publicConcrete projects, type of consortium, academic/publicConcrete projects, type of consortium, academic/publicConcrete projects, type of consortium, academic/public----
private partnership/private, cost, duration, EU/MS/private private partnership/private, cost, duration, EU/MS/private private partnership/private, cost, duration, EU/MS/private private partnership/private, cost, duration, EU/MS/private 
sector budgetssector budgetssector budgetssector budgets
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EWIEWIEWIEWI

� Proposal sent in June 20thProposal sent in June 20thProposal sent in June 20thProposal sent in June 20th

� Meeting with EC on Sept. 8Meeting with EC on Sept. 8Meeting with EC on Sept. 8Meeting with EC on Sept. 8thththth

� EC requests a focus on offshoreEC requests a focus on offshoreEC requests a focus on offshoreEC requests a focus on offshore

� EC request including longEC request including longEC request including longEC request including long----term research aspectsterm research aspectsterm research aspectsterm research aspects

� Proposal: set a working group to find agreement (not done) Proposal: set a working group to find agreement (not done) Proposal: set a working group to find agreement (not done) Proposal: set a working group to find agreement (not done) 
–––– new version requested for Oct. 3rdnew version requested for Oct. 3rdnew version requested for Oct. 3rdnew version requested for Oct. 3rd

� Secretariat updated proposal and sent it to EWI working group Secretariat updated proposal and sent it to EWI working group Secretariat updated proposal and sent it to EWI working group Secretariat updated proposal and sent it to EWI working group 
on Oct. 2ndon Oct. 2ndon Oct. 2ndon Oct. 2nd

� Proposal includes 1 additional EWI component on specific Proposal includes 1 additional EWI component on specific Proposal includes 1 additional EWI component on specific Proposal includes 1 additional EWI component on specific 
offshore actionsoffshore actionsoffshore actionsoffshore actions
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EWI proposal EWI proposal EWI proposal EWI proposal –––– 2222ndndndnd versionversionversionversion

� SETSETSETSET----Plan: 2 time objectivesPlan: 2 time objectivesPlan: 2 time objectivesPlan: 2 time objectives

� For 2020: For 2020: For 2020: For 2020: accelerate the development and deployment of costaccelerate the development and deployment of costaccelerate the development and deployment of costaccelerate the development and deployment of cost----effective effective effective effective 

low carbon technologies and low carbon technologies and low carbon technologies and low carbon technologies and implement the implement the implement the implement the 20/20/20 targets for 2020 20/20/20 targets for 2020 20/20/20 targets for 2020 20/20/20 targets for 2020 

� For 2050: For 2050: For 2050: For 2050: limit climate change by 2limit climate change by 2limit climate change by 2limit climate change by 2°°°°CCCC, by matching the vision to reduce , by matching the vision to reduce , by matching the vision to reduce , by matching the vision to reduce 

EU greenhouse gas emissions by 60EU greenhouse gas emissions by 60EU greenhouse gas emissions by 60EU greenhouse gas emissions by 60----80%, by:80%, by:80%, by:80%, by:

• further lowering the cost of clean energyfurther lowering the cost of clean energyfurther lowering the cost of clean energyfurther lowering the cost of clean energy

• putting EU industry at the forefront of the rapidly growing low putting EU industry at the forefront of the rapidly growing low putting EU industry at the forefront of the rapidly growing low putting EU industry at the forefront of the rapidly growing low carbon carbon carbon carbon 

technology sectortechnology sectortechnology sectortechnology sector

• longer term: new generations of technologies are foreseen, throulonger term: new generations of technologies are foreseen, throulonger term: new generations of technologies are foreseen, throulonger term: new generations of technologies are foreseen, through gh gh gh 

breakthroughs in research.breakthroughs in research.breakthroughs in research.breakthroughs in research.
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EWI EWI EWI EWI –––– based on based on based on based on TPWindTPWindTPWindTPWind’’’’ssss visionvisionvisionvision

� Phase 1: Short term (2020) Phase 1: Short term (2020) Phase 1: Short term (2020) Phase 1: Short term (2020) –––– Objective of 180 GW, including Objective of 180 GW, including Objective of 180 GW, including Objective of 180 GW, including 
40 GW offshore40 GW offshore40 GW offshore40 GW offshore. . . . Main contribution is onshoreMain contribution is onshoreMain contribution is onshoreMain contribution is onshore for SETfor SETfor SETfor SET----Plan Plan Plan Plan 
20/20/20 2020 targets. 20/20/20 2020 targets. 20/20/20 2020 targets. 20/20/20 2020 targets. 

� Phase 2: Medium term (2020Phase 2: Medium term (2020Phase 2: Medium term (2020Phase 2: Medium term (2020----2030) 2030) 2030) 2030) ---- The The The The capacity reaches capacity reaches capacity reaches capacity reaches 
300 GW in 2030300 GW in 2030300 GW in 2030300 GW in 2030. In 2030, offshore represents 10% of the EU . In 2030, offshore represents 10% of the EU . In 2030, offshore represents 10% of the EU . In 2030, offshore represents 10% of the EU 
electricity consumption. electricity consumption. electricity consumption. electricity consumption. Offshore takes offOffshore takes offOffshore takes offOffshore takes off....

� Phase 3: Long term (2030Phase 3: Long term (2030Phase 3: Long term (2030Phase 3: Long term (2030----2050) 2050) 2050) 2050) ---- The main European The main European The main European The main European 
markets are in offshore and remarkets are in offshore and remarkets are in offshore and remarkets are in offshore and re----poweringpoweringpoweringpowering and exports outside and exports outside and exports outside and exports outside 
Europe are strong. Europe are strong. Europe are strong. Europe are strong. Offshore leads the marketOffshore leads the marketOffshore leads the marketOffshore leads the market....
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EWI structure & objectivesEWI structure & objectivesEWI structure & objectivesEWI structure & objectives

� Two major components fulfilling the SETTwo major components fulfilling the SETTwo major components fulfilling the SETTwo major components fulfilling the SET----Plan objectives:Plan objectives:Plan objectives:Plan objectives:

� Specific, largeSpecific, largeSpecific, largeSpecific, large----scale, industryscale, industryscale, industryscale, industry----led, demonstration actionsled, demonstration actionsled, demonstration actionsled, demonstration actions having a clear addedhaving a clear addedhaving a clear addedhaving a clear added----value at value at value at value at 

European level, designed to rapidly tackle main challenges for aEuropean level, designed to rapidly tackle main challenges for aEuropean level, designed to rapidly tackle main challenges for aEuropean level, designed to rapidly tackle main challenges for a fast, costfast, costfast, costfast, cost----efficient and efficient and efficient and efficient and 

sustainable implementation of the sustainable implementation of the sustainable implementation of the sustainable implementation of the shortshortshortshort----term 2020 targetsterm 2020 targetsterm 2020 targetsterm 2020 targets....

� LongLongLongLong----term research actionsterm research actionsterm research actionsterm research actions designed to further decrease the costs of energy, and ensuring designed to further decrease the costs of energy, and ensuring designed to further decrease the costs of energy, and ensuring designed to further decrease the costs of energy, and ensuring a a a a 

European leadership based on technology and knowledge.European leadership based on technology and knowledge.European leadership based on technology and knowledge.European leadership based on technology and knowledge.

6 EWI activities6 EWI activities6 EWI activities6 EWI activities

� Objectives:Objectives:Objectives:Objectives:

� To To To To reduce the cost of wind energyreduce the cost of wind energyreduce the cost of wind energyreduce the cost of wind energy, making wind energy the , making wind energy the , making wind energy the , making wind energy the most competitive energy source most competitive energy source most competitive energy source most competitive energy source 

on the market in the longon the market in the longon the market in the longon the market in the long----termtermtermterm

� To To To To enable the largeenable the largeenable the largeenable the large----scale deployment and grid integrationscale deployment and grid integrationscale deployment and grid integrationscale deployment and grid integration of wind energy offshore and of wind energy offshore and of wind energy offshore and of wind energy offshore and 

onshoreonshoreonshoreonshore

� To ensure To ensure To ensure To ensure stablestablestablestable support mechanisms and policiessupport mechanisms and policiessupport mechanisms and policiessupport mechanisms and policies

� To address the issue of To address the issue of To address the issue of To address the issue of human resources and educationhuman resources and educationhuman resources and educationhuman resources and education

� To support the To support the To support the To support the take off of the offshore marketstake off of the offshore marketstake off of the offshore marketstake off of the offshore markets, and prepare the leading role of offshore , and prepare the leading role of offshore , and prepare the leading role of offshore , and prepare the leading role of offshore 

beyond 2020beyond 2020beyond 2020beyond 2020
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EWI1: Exploring wind conditions for better wind turbine design, EWI1: Exploring wind conditions for better wind turbine design, EWI1: Exploring wind conditions for better wind turbine design, EWI1: Exploring wind conditions for better wind turbine design, 

micromicromicromicro----siting and wind resource assessmentsiting and wind resource assessmentsiting and wind resource assessmentsiting and wind resource assessment

� Improving reliability and cost efficiencyImproving reliability and cost efficiencyImproving reliability and cost efficiencyImproving reliability and cost efficiency

� knowledge of the effect of the wind on complex structures knowledge of the effect of the wind on complex structures knowledge of the effect of the wind on complex structures knowledge of the effect of the wind on complex structures 
to determine external design parameters onshore and to determine external design parameters onshore and to determine external design parameters onshore and to determine external design parameters onshore and 
offshoreoffshoreoffshoreoffshore

� Harnessing complex sites, including offshoreHarnessing complex sites, including offshoreHarnessing complex sites, including offshoreHarnessing complex sites, including offshore

� inininin----depth knowledge of wind characteristics, through depth knowledge of wind characteristics, through depth knowledge of wind characteristics, through depth knowledge of wind characteristics, through 
advanced measurement techniques and systemsadvanced measurement techniques and systemsadvanced measurement techniques and systemsadvanced measurement techniques and systems

� ActionActionActionAction: Several large: Several large: Several large: Several large----scale measurement campaigns will be scale measurement campaigns will be scale measurement campaigns will be scale measurement campaigns will be 
launched in complex terrains, forested and launched in complex terrains, forested and launched in complex terrains, forested and launched in complex terrains, forested and nearshorenearshorenearshorenearshore / / / / 
offshore sites across Europe offshore sites across Europe offshore sites across Europe offshore sites across Europe 
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EWI2: Reducing the cost of wind energy by optimizing reliabilityEWI2: Reducing the cost of wind energy by optimizing reliabilityEWI2: Reducing the cost of wind energy by optimizing reliabilityEWI2: Reducing the cost of wind energy by optimizing reliability, operations and maintenance , operations and maintenance , operations and maintenance , operations and maintenance 

(O&M), efficiency, manufacturing processes and the implementatio(O&M), efficiency, manufacturing processes and the implementatio(O&M), efficiency, manufacturing processes and the implementatio(O&M), efficiency, manufacturing processes and the implementation of breakthrough n of breakthrough n of breakthrough n of breakthrough 

technologies technologies technologies technologies 

� Improving reliability and cost efficiencyImproving reliability and cost efficiencyImproving reliability and cost efficiencyImproving reliability and cost efficiency

� Developing and demonstrating the next generation of onshore and Developing and demonstrating the next generation of onshore and Developing and demonstrating the next generation of onshore and Developing and demonstrating the next generation of onshore and 
offshore turbines, components and technologiesoffshore turbines, components and technologiesoffshore turbines, components and technologiesoffshore turbines, components and technologies

� MaximisingMaximisingMaximisingMaximising manufacturing capacitymanufacturing capacitymanufacturing capacitymanufacturing capacity

� Developing and testing advanced lean manufacturing processes forDeveloping and testing advanced lean manufacturing processes forDeveloping and testing advanced lean manufacturing processes forDeveloping and testing advanced lean manufacturing processes for
turbines, components and offshore structures in current Europeanturbines, components and offshore structures in current Europeanturbines, components and offshore structures in current Europeanturbines, components and offshore structures in current European plantsplantsplantsplants

� Actions:Actions:Actions:Actions:

� Developing the Developing the Developing the Developing the onshore and offshore wind turbines of the decade to onshore and offshore wind turbines of the decade to onshore and offshore wind turbines of the decade to onshore and offshore wind turbines of the decade to 
comecomecomecome, and performing demonstrations in severe conditions, and for , and performing demonstrations in severe conditions, and for , and performing demonstrations in severe conditions, and for , and performing demonstrations in severe conditions, and for 
extreme loadsextreme loadsextreme loadsextreme loads

� Improving and automating manufacturing processesImproving and automating manufacturing processesImproving and automating manufacturing processesImproving and automating manufacturing processes, , , , standardisationstandardisationstandardisationstandardisation of of of of 
components and methods, development of common platforms and/or components and methods, development of common platforms and/or components and methods, development of common platforms and/or components and methods, development of common platforms and/or 
meansmeansmeansmeans
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EWI 3: Enabling fast, largeEWI 3: Enabling fast, largeEWI 3: Enabling fast, largeEWI 3: Enabling fast, large----scale grid integration of wind energy scale grid integration of wind energy scale grid integration of wind energy scale grid integration of wind energy 

offshore and onshoreoffshore and onshoreoffshore and onshoreoffshore and onshore

� GridGridGridGrid management management management management ---- Capacity of the Capacity of the Capacity of the Capacity of the existing electricity systemsexisting electricity systemsexisting electricity systemsexisting electricity systems to integrate higher wind to integrate higher wind to integrate higher wind to integrate higher wind 
power penetration levelspower penetration levelspower penetration levelspower penetration levels

� Grid reinforcement and extension Grid reinforcement and extension Grid reinforcement and extension Grid reinforcement and extension ---- Enabling timely implementation of the Enabling timely implementation of the Enabling timely implementation of the Enabling timely implementation of the grid grid grid grid 
reinforcementsreinforcementsreinforcementsreinforcements and extensions onshore and offshoreand extensions onshore and offshoreand extensions onshore and offshoreand extensions onshore and offshore

� Networks of the future Networks of the future Networks of the future Networks of the future ---- Developing and demonstrating Developing and demonstrating Developing and demonstrating Developing and demonstrating innovative largeinnovative largeinnovative largeinnovative large----scale grid scale grid scale grid scale grid 
conceptsconceptsconceptsconcepts

� Actions:Actions:Actions:Actions:

� Simulating, developing, and demonstrating Simulating, developing, and demonstrating Simulating, developing, and demonstrating Simulating, developing, and demonstrating advanced grid management functions, advanced grid management functions, advanced grid management functions, advanced grid management functions, 
market regulations and technical solutionsmarket regulations and technical solutionsmarket regulations and technical solutionsmarket regulations and technical solutions....

� Strategic grid planningStrategic grid planningStrategic grid planningStrategic grid planning of future wind power locations in the short, medium and long of future wind power locations in the short, medium and long of future wind power locations in the short, medium and long of future wind power locations in the short, medium and long 
term, and the required electrical infrastructure developments. term, and the required electrical infrastructure developments. term, and the required electrical infrastructure developments. term, and the required electrical infrastructure developments. 

� Demonstrate advanced grid concepts and technologiesDemonstrate advanced grid concepts and technologiesDemonstrate advanced grid concepts and technologiesDemonstrate advanced grid concepts and technologies. Defining and testing . Defining and testing . Defining and testing . Defining and testing panpanpanpan----
European grids both onshore and offshoreEuropean grids both onshore and offshoreEuropean grids both onshore and offshoreEuropean grids both onshore and offshore....
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EWI4: EWI4: EWI4: EWI4: Facilitating EuropeFacilitating EuropeFacilitating EuropeFacilitating Europe----wide wind energy deployment wide wind energy deployment wide wind energy deployment wide wind energy deployment 

� Creating the Creating the Creating the Creating the necessary economic incentivesnecessary economic incentivesnecessary economic incentivesnecessary economic incentives for large scale deployment of wind for large scale deployment of wind for large scale deployment of wind for large scale deployment of wind 

power. power. power. power. Developing longDeveloping longDeveloping longDeveloping long----term planningterm planningterm planningterm planning and and and and streamlining permitting proceduresstreamlining permitting proceduresstreamlining permitting proceduresstreamlining permitting procedures. . . . 

� ActionsActionsActionsActions::::

� Stable and appropriate support schemesStable and appropriate support schemesStable and appropriate support schemesStable and appropriate support schemes for wind power at MS level, for wind power at MS level, for wind power at MS level, for wind power at MS level, 

national action plansnational action plansnational action plansnational action plans under the EU renewable energy directive must be under the EU renewable energy directive must be under the EU renewable energy directive must be under the EU renewable energy directive must be 

developed and monitored continuously, developed and monitored continuously, developed and monitored continuously, developed and monitored continuously, with industry involvementwith industry involvementwith industry involvementwith industry involvement....

� Promoting integrated Promoting integrated Promoting integrated Promoting integrated longlonglonglong----term planning and best practicesterm planning and best practicesterm planning and best practicesterm planning and best practices for wind for wind for wind for wind 

energy onshore and offshore. In designated wind power areas, perenergy onshore and offshore. In designated wind power areas, perenergy onshore and offshore. In designated wind power areas, perenergy onshore and offshore. In designated wind power areas, permitting mitting mitting mitting 

procedures must be streamlined and grid infrastructure quickly procedures must be streamlined and grid infrastructure quickly procedures must be streamlined and grid infrastructure quickly procedures must be streamlined and grid infrastructure quickly 

implemented.implemented.implemented.implemented.
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EWI5: EWI5: EWI5: EWI5: Addressing the issue of human resources Addressing the issue of human resources Addressing the issue of human resources Addressing the issue of human resources 

� Training peopleTraining peopleTraining peopleTraining people:  Create training schemes to fill the needs of :  Create training schemes to fill the needs of :  Create training schemes to fill the needs of :  Create training schemes to fill the needs of 

the future wind power sectorthe future wind power sectorthe future wind power sectorthe future wind power sector

� Action:Action:Action:Action:

� In partnership with the European Academy of Wind Energy, In partnership with the European Academy of Wind Energy, In partnership with the European Academy of Wind Energy, In partnership with the European Academy of Wind Energy, 

creating a creating a creating a creating a European Wind Energy Training CentreEuropean Wind Energy Training CentreEuropean Wind Energy Training CentreEuropean Wind Energy Training Centre, with , with , with , with 

correspondents in various Member States and local correspondents in various Member States and local correspondents in various Member States and local correspondents in various Member States and local 

partnerships with universitiespartnerships with universitiespartnerships with universitiespartnerships with universities
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EWI6: Specific medium/long term offshore actions  EWI6: Specific medium/long term offshore actions  EWI6: Specific medium/long term offshore actions  EWI6: Specific medium/long term offshore actions  

� EWI1 to EWI5 are relevant for both onshore and offshore on transEWI1 to EWI5 are relevant for both onshore and offshore on transEWI1 to EWI5 are relevant for both onshore and offshore on transEWI1 to EWI5 are relevant for both onshore and offshore on transition period up to ition period up to ition period up to ition period up to 
2020202020202020

� EWI6 prepares EWI6 prepares EWI6 prepares EWI6 prepares TPWindTPWindTPWindTPWind’’’’ssss vision phase 2&3:vision phase 2&3:vision phase 2&3:vision phase 2&3:

� Offshore takeOffshore takeOffshore takeOffshore take----off in medium termoff in medium termoff in medium termoff in medium term

� Offshore leadership in long termOffshore leadership in long termOffshore leadership in long termOffshore leadership in long term

� From From From From TPWindTPWindTPWindTPWind’’’’ssss SRA SRA SRA SRA –––– actions with EU added value:actions with EU added value:actions with EU added value:actions with EU added value:

� SubstructuresSubstructuresSubstructuresSubstructures ---- Developing novel subDeveloping novel subDeveloping novel subDeveloping novel sub----structure designs and improved structure designs and improved structure designs and improved structure designs and improved 
manufacturing processes that reduce costs.manufacturing processes that reduce costs.manufacturing processes that reduce costs.manufacturing processes that reduce costs.

� Assembly, installation and decommissioningAssembly, installation and decommissioningAssembly, installation and decommissioningAssembly, installation and decommissioning ---- Developing safe, efficient, reliable Developing safe, efficient, reliable Developing safe, efficient, reliable Developing safe, efficient, reliable 
processes that are easy to replicate.processes that are easy to replicate.processes that are easy to replicate.processes that are easy to replicate.

� EnvironmentEnvironmentEnvironmentEnvironment ---- Improving knowledge of the physical environment, and improving Improving knowledge of the physical environment, and improving Improving knowledge of the physical environment, and improving Improving knowledge of the physical environment, and improving 
datasets, to significantly reduce development risks and financiadatasets, to significantly reduce development risks and financiadatasets, to significantly reduce development risks and financiadatasets, to significantly reduce development risks and financial uncertainty.l uncertainty.l uncertainty.l uncertainty.
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EWI6: EWI6: EWI6: EWI6: Supporting offshore takeSupporting offshore takeSupporting offshore takeSupporting offshore take----off in the short to medium term off in the short to medium term off in the short to medium term off in the short to medium term 

and ensuring longand ensuring longand ensuring longand ensuring long----term offshore leadership term offshore leadership term offshore leadership term offshore leadership 

� ActionsActionsActionsActions::::

� Mass production and mass installationMass production and mass installationMass production and mass installationMass production and mass installation

• Prepare for mass production of standardized subPrepare for mass production of standardized subPrepare for mass production of standardized subPrepare for mass production of standardized sub----structuresstructuresstructuresstructures

• Develop safe, efficient, reliable and repeatable installation prDevelop safe, efficient, reliable and repeatable installation prDevelop safe, efficient, reliable and repeatable installation prDevelop safe, efficient, reliable and repeatable installation processes ocesses ocesses ocesses 

• Investigate and develop the substructure concepts for the futureInvestigate and develop the substructure concepts for the futureInvestigate and develop the substructure concepts for the futureInvestigate and develop the substructure concepts for the future deep deep deep deep 
water developments.water developments.water developments.water developments.

� Improve market transparency, and reduce risks for the maritime sImprove market transparency, and reduce risks for the maritime sImprove market transparency, and reduce risks for the maritime sImprove market transparency, and reduce risks for the maritime sector to ector to ector to ector to 
construct and deploy sufficient vessels and equipmentconstruct and deploy sufficient vessels and equipmentconstruct and deploy sufficient vessels and equipmentconstruct and deploy sufficient vessels and equipment to meet the demands of to meet the demands of to meet the demands of to meet the demands of 
the installation programmes. Test specific access systems and bothe installation programmes. Test specific access systems and bothe installation programmes. Test specific access systems and bothe installation programmes. Test specific access systems and boats.ats.ats.ats.

� Acquisition and sharing of environmental data: Acquisition and sharing of environmental data: Acquisition and sharing of environmental data: Acquisition and sharing of environmental data: ten different offshore monitoring ten different offshore monitoring ten different offshore monitoring ten different offshore monitoring 
programmesprogrammesprogrammesprogrammes will be supported across Europe. These monitoring programmes will be supported across Europe. These monitoring programmes will be supported across Europe. These monitoring programmes will be supported across Europe. These monitoring programmes 
take place alongside commercial offshore developments, and oil ptake place alongside commercial offshore developments, and oil ptake place alongside commercial offshore developments, and oil ptake place alongside commercial offshore developments, and oil platforms in latforms in latforms in latforms in 
deep offshore areas. deep offshore areas. deep offshore areas. deep offshore areas. 
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EWI implementationEWI implementationEWI implementationEWI implementation

� Budget range: Budget range: Budget range: Budget range: €€€€1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 –––– 2.3 2.3 2.3 2.3 bnbnbnbn on period 2010 on period 2010 on period 2010 on period 2010 –––– 2020202020202020

� To be defined:To be defined:To be defined:To be defined:

� Implementation structureImplementation structureImplementation structureImplementation structure

� Key performance indicatorsKey performance indicatorsKey performance indicatorsKey performance indicators

� Practical industry involvementPractical industry involvementPractical industry involvementPractical industry involvement

� IPRIPRIPRIPR…………


